GROUN D BREAKI NG
T ECHNOLOGY
The IFDIS uses state of the art

Intermittent Fault Detection &
Isolation System™ (IFDIS™)

patented technology that is able
to monitor all wiring paths in a
UUT SIMULTANEOUSLY and
CONTINUOUSLY for
intermittent failures. This
technology virtually eliminates
missed failure detection.

I MPROVES MT BF
The IFDIS provides the ability to
detect and isolate intermittent
failures so that they can be
surgically repaired. Repairing
these types of failures
drastically increases MTBF and
reduces No Fault Found test
results.

PROVEN SUCCESS
To date millions of maintenance
dollars have been saved by
employing this technology in
both the DoD and private
industry. The IFDIS works
across all industries and with all
types of interconnecting wiring
between electronic
components.

For any questions and more
specific information, please
feel free to contact us: GSTE
Sales+1.786.479.6221 –
chris.stanley@barfieldinc.com
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IFDIS Capabilities Specification
 Monitors all circuits in a Unit Under Test (UUT) simultaneously
and continuously for intermittent failures in circuit continuity

 Simultaneous and continuous monitoring of all circuits
eliminates missed failure detection
Intermittent Fault
Detection

 Detects anomalies in current flow that occur for as short as 50
nanoseconds
 Uses an environmental chamber and shake table to simulate the
operational environment (temperature and vibration) of a UUT


Causes intermittent failure events to manifest by replicating
the conditions present when failures typically occur

 Verifies that there are no permanent (as opposed to intermittent)
Continuity and
Shorts Detection

defects in circuit continuity
 Checks UUT point by point for open circuit paths or circuit paths
with abnormal resistance
 Detects shorted and miss-wired circuits
 Compares circuit impedance signatures against nominal values

AC Impedance
Comparison

 Detects problems in filtering circuits, transformers, Linear
Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs), synchros, etc. that
would not be detected using DC based ohmic measurements


Circuit Noise and
Drift
Visualization

Allows the user to see the degree of noise or drift on a selected
circuit between two test points



Graphically displays measurement results using a logarithmic
scale that makes small circuit changes readily apparent
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IFDIS Capabilities Specification

Expandable Test
Channels

The number of test channels is expandable in 256 test point
increments (maximum of 20,480)



Able to test a large variety of UUTs, from small cable harnesses to
the most complex avionics chassis backplanes


Circuitry Mapping
for New UUTs

Efficient and streamlined process to generate testing profiles for
new UUTs



Uses AutoMapTM capability to easily determine a UUT’s nominal
circuitry ohmic values and stores this for future testing standards

Interface Test
Adapters (ITAs)



Electrically interfaces UUTs with the Intermittent Fault Detector



Utilizes the highest quality materials and engineering best
practices



Custom designed to simulate the form and fit present during
actual system operation

User Software



Easy to use GUI



Provides graphical test displays that quickly guide the user to the
physical cause of failure on the UUT



Correlates intermittent events with the vibration and
temperature conditions present when the events occurred



Records, stores, and prints test results
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Intermittent Fault Detection: The Problemrmittent Fault em
No Fault Found (NFF), Re-Test Okay (RTOK), and
Can Not Duplicate (CND) are just a few terms used
to describe a maintenance phenomenon that
plagues electronic equipment and costs the DoD
and commercial industry billions of dollars every
year. An NFF occurs when an electronics unit fails
in operation, but during subsequent testing and
Cracked Solder Joint
troubleshooting, no problem can be identified.
Typically, the unit is verified as fully functional by
unit specific legacy test equipment, commonly
referred to as Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) or
Automatic Test Set (ATS), then the unit is placed back
into service, and the cycle of in-operation failures and NFF test results is repeated.
This extensive NFF problem is largely due to
intermittent failures in the wiring that interconnects
the components and sub-assemblies within an
electronics unit, or between electronic units. An
intermittent failure, as related to electronics wiring,
can be defined as a momentary interruption or
anomaly in the flow of current through a circuit.
These interruptions or anomalies cause failures
during operation by either preventing a signal from
being received or degrading a signal to the point
that the system does not function as designed. A
few common causes of this type of failure are:
cracked solder joints, loose wire wraps, loose
crimp connections, broken wire strands, corrosion
on connector contacts, etc.
These types of
problems occur in new electronics too, but become
more frequent and severe in aging electronics as the
integrity of the wiring degrades with age and wear.

Loose Wire Wrap

A permanent or “hard failure,” such as an open or short, is usually not difficult for
standard test equipment to detect. Intermittent failures can be unpredictable, extremely
short in duration, of varying amplitude (from slightly higher resistance to completely
open), and may only occur during specific environmental conditions (such as
temperature change and/or vibration). Intermittent faults are a very common failure
mode and the inability to detect them is a major testing void in standard test equipment.
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Why Standard Test Equipment is
Ineffective in Detecting Intermittent Failures
1. Standard test equipment has a huge testing “blind-spot.” Standard test
equipment scans through a Unit Under Test’s (UUT’s) circuitry, meaning that the circuits
or functions are tested and measured one at a time. This methodology works for
detecting permanent failure conditions; however, an intermittent failure by definition is
not a permanent condition. An intermittent fault may occur on any circuit, at any time,
and for only a very short duration. Many UUTs have hundreds or even thousands of
circuits, and each circuit has the potential for
intermittent failures. While a conventional tester is
measuring only one circuit, a momentary intermittent
fault can occur on any of the other hundreds or
thousands of circuits not being measured, resulting in
the failure being completely undetected. The limited
time that a tester is measuring a particular circuit is
referred to as a “test window,” while the majority of
the time that the tester is not measuring a particular
circuit is referred to as a testing “blind-spot.” In order
for an intermittent failure to be detected, the test
window must synchronize perfectly with the
intermittent event. This means that the
tester must be measuring the correct circuit
(out of hundreds or thousands) at the exact
time that the split-second intermittent event
occurs.
Because the probability of
detection is so low (extremely low in UUTs
with a high number of circuits), standard
test equipment is not capable of effectively
detecting infrequently occurring intermittent
failures.

2.
Standard tests are usually
performed at room temperature in
a benign test facility.
An
intermittent failure occurs when a
circuit momentarily changes its state
from
“closed”
to
“open”
(or
momentarily increases resistance).
When a UUT is at room temperature
and sitting completely still, there is no
physical reason for a circuit to
change from its current state. Certain
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types of physical stimuli can cause a momentary change in a circuit’s state to occur.
For example, a loose wire wrap may be making good electrical contact when a UUT is
at room temperature; however, when the UUT is heated and cooled, the expanding and
contracting that takes place may cause the wire-wrap connection to loosen enough that
the circuit momentarily opens. Vibration can also have the same effect of causing an
intermittent event to manifest. Test results have shown that certain intermittent failures
occur only at a particular temperature and/or when subjected to a certain frequency and
magnitude of vibration. If a UUT is not tested under these specific conditions, the
intermittent fault may not occur and thus the problem may not be detected.
One important thing to note is that testing under environmental conditions using
standard test equipment is not an effective technique in detecting intermittent failures.
This is because of the testing “blind-spot” described above; even if an intermittent event
does occur, because the tester is measuring only one circuit at a time, it is unlikely that
the correct circuit will happen be under test at the exact moment in time that the
intermittent failure occurs.
3. Standard test equipment uses “digital
precision.” Digital measurement technology
has in general taken the test industry forward
with giant strides. Highly precise measurements
may be taken and easily processed. However,
digital measurement is counterproductive and
has a very negative effect when attempting to detect intermittent failures. This is
because digital measurements are made by taking a sample of readings and averaging
the results to give a stable and accurate reading. The problem with digital equipment is
that intermittent failures are missed due to the sampling process or are masked due
to data averaging.
4. Most maintenance philosophies are geared towards testing for component
failure (IC chips, transistors, diodes, resisters and other discrete components),
not wiring problems. The typical maintenance philosophy prevalent today is to identify
the electronic component that caused the system to fail so that it may be removed and
replaced, while assuming the wiring that interconnects the components is “good.”
Common test equipment, test software, and troubleshooting procedures are all geared
towards this maintenance philosophy. Unfortunately, this maintenance philosophy has
shown itself to be inadequate, especially in aged equipment. Wiring and other
interconnecting circuitry fail as well. A great deal of maintenance effort is wasted trying
to correct the cause of intermittent failures by replacing components, “swaptronics,”
Disassemble, Clean and Reassemble (DCR), etc. activity, when in fact the problem is in
the wiring. Furthermore, significant resources are expended in vain repeatedly sending
units through a repair process, only to have the units test NFF and be sent back into
operational use with the same unrepaired defects, sometimes halfway around the world.
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Intermitten Fault Detection: The Solution
Intermittent failures in wiring, solder joints, connectors, etc. are generally very easy to
repair once the fault has been detected an isolated; the difficulty has always been that
the conventional test equipment provided to maintainers is not capable of detecting and
isolating these types of problems. This is the very reason that the Intermittent Fault
Detection & Isolation System (IFDIS) was developed. The IFDIS is an advanced
engineering diagnostic tool that was specifically engineered to supplement legacy test
equipment, such as ATE and ATS to detect and isolate intermittent failures. At the
heart of the IFDIS is the Intermittent Fault Detector (IFD). The IFD uses patented
technology specifically designed to monitor every circuit in a UUT simultaneously and
continuously. The IFD injects a small programmed Direct Current (DC) stimulus
through each circuit of the UUT and the IFD analog neural network monitors every
circuit for slight changes or anomalies in current flow that occur for as short as 50
nanoseconds. When a change of even just a few ohms is detected, the IFD decoding
elements pinpoint and display the failing circuit.
Why the IFDIS is a Completely Effective Tool for Detecting and Isolating

Intermittent Failures
1. The IFDIS has no testing “blind-spot.” The IFDIS does not scan through a UUT’s
circuits one by one as does standard test equipment. The IFDIS monitors every circuit
in a UUT simultaneously and continuously, providing 100% test coverage. A failure
in current flow may occur on any circuit, at any time, and it will be detected and isolated
by the IFDIS.
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2. The IFDIS utilizes environmental stimulation. Because intermittent failures rarely
manifest when there is no physical stress or stimulus on the UUT, a shaker and
environmental chamber are an integral part of the IFDIS. This provides the physical
stimulus necessary for the defects present in a UUT that cause intermittent failures to
manifest. In order to find the same intermittent failures that occur during actual
operation of a UUT, environmental testing profiles are used to simulate those of the
operational environment the UUT is subjected to. Intermittent failure events that occur
during the environmental testing profiles are detected and isolated by the IFDIS.
3. The IFDIS uses extremely sensitive analog neural network equipment. The
analog neural network technology used in the IFDIS does not suffer from the same
testing deficiencies that digital equipment suffers from when testing for intermittent
failures. The IFDIS monitors all circuits without using sampling or averaging. This
means failures are not missed due to sampling and are not masked due to averaging.
Furthermore, the technology used in the IFDIS is sensitive enough to detect intermittent
failures that occur for as short as 50 nanoseconds, making the IFDIS an extremely
capable diagnostic tool.
4. The IFDIS was engineered specifically to find intermittent failures. From the
equipment used in the IFDIS to the testing procedures and training given to operators,
the IFDIS was designed to solve the problem of detecting and isolating intermittent
failures. Years of focused research and development have gone into creating and
manufacturing this advanced diagnostic system and years of use have generated
proven results of increased electronic equipment mean time between failure and
significant maintenance cost savings.

Dry Circuit Test
This test is a variation of the Intermittence Fault Detection Test. This mode applies a
gradually decreasing DC stimulus down to approximately 10 millivolts in order to detect
any molecular level thickness of oxidation, corrosion, or monolayer film at the
connection interfaces that may have developed in manufacture or with age, and which,
if present, will stop conducting at low levels of stimuli. These films are especially
important in cases where the connections are from sensors or other low-level voltage
sources. When the monolayer breaks down, it is detected as an intermittent event.

Continuity and Shorts Detection
In addition to being able to detect intermittent conditions in a UUT, the IFDIS has the
capability to detect hard failures such as circuit opens and shorts. Unlike the IFDIS
intermittence testing, which is accomplished by monitoring all circuits simultaneously
and continuously, a more conventional approach is used for continuity and shorts
detection. The IFDIS very rapidly measures every circuit in a UUT to determine if there
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are any hard failures, such as opens or shorts. Continuity values are compared to
“Gold” (known good) values. The ability to detect intermittent failures as well as
continuous open or short circuits, makes the IFDIS a very effective tool for testing
electronic wiring.

Trace
When the IFDIS detects that two nodes are shorted, the “Trace” function isolates and
displays which two nodes are shorted.

AC Impedance Comparison (Analyze)
The IFDIS has the capability to compare Alternating Current (AC) impedance values of
a UUT’s internal circuit paths to nominal “Gold” values. The IFDIS does this by
repeatedly applying an AC test stimulus in the form of a pulse to 16 test points at a time,
while monitoring and recording the IFD’s reaction to the pulse. The data is compared,
test point by test point, to previously stored “Gold” data and any differences in
impedance are noted and displayed as potential circuit problems. This feature allows
anomalies in filtering circuits, transformers, Linear Variable Differential Transformers
(LVDTs), synchros, etc. to be detected, which would have otherwise been missed using
DC based ohmic measurements only.

Circuit Noise and Drift Visualization (Log Scope)
The IFDIS circuit noise and drift visualization mode, referred to as “Log Scope,” allows
the user to see the degree of noise between two selected test points. DC ohmic
measurements are taken at predetermined time-intervals while special display and
logging software accentuates the small measurement changes. This allows slow
changing ohmic drift to be more readily recognized rather than by just trying to watch
the change of the 'digits' to the right of the decimal point on a digital display. This has
proven to be a very helpful diagnostic tool for certain failure modes.

Z-Sweep
The Z-Sweep function tests the impedance characteristics of the circuits in the UUT,
looking for change, drift, or even static differences between the UUT and “Gold”
reference values. Z-Sweep uses a proprietary sweep process to stimulate and excite
the circuit components as it performs this function on 16 lines at a time. This diagnostic
mode looks for complex impedance variations by sweeping through a range where the
AC/DC ratio is being progressively changed during a single testing period. The test
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points are grouped into blocks of 16 and cycled through until full test coverage is
achieved. The Z-Sweep displays any UUT variances from the “Gold” standard.

Expandable Test Channels
The IFDIS addresses the intermittent failure detection and isolation problem that occurs
in all types of electronics, throughout industry. It is therefore crucial that the IFDIS be
capable of expanding to test a wide variety of UUTs with large numbers of circuits. The
IFDIS was made to be customizable to a customer’s specific needs and is expandable
in 256 test point increments up to 20,480 test points. This enables the IFDIS to test
everything from a small cable harness to the most complex electronics equipment
backplanes.

Circuitry Mapping for UUTs
The IFDIS has made circuitry mapping for UUTs streamlined and efficient with the
AutoMapTM feature. An IFDIS .txt file is created from a test point list containing all the
UUT test points. AutoMapTM is then run using a known good or “Gold” unit. Based on
the “Gold” unit, the IFDIS is able to determine the nominal circuitry of the UUT, including
the resistance and impedance values of every circuit, and store the data as the
standard for future testing. After AutoMapTM has been run, the user may adjust the
tolerance limits and nominal resistance and impedance values as required.

Interface Test Adapters (ITAs)
The ITA electrically interfaces the UUT with the Intermittent Fault Detector. The quality
and dimensional tolerances of this interface are critical because the Intermittent Fault
Detector is so sensitive that an improper ITA to UUT interface will cause erroneous
detections. ITAs are custom designed using UUT specifications and great care is taken
to use the highest quality materials to replicate the physical interface conditions present
when a UUT is actually in operation. The ITA interfaces to every electrical connection
point, both internally and externally, on the UUT. Internal connections are made by
fabricating simulated Shop Replaceable Units (SRUs) that meet strict Form, Fit &
Interface (F2I) requirements in order to ensure that the simulated SRU connectors will
experience the same alignment and pressures as with the actual SRU. All external
connections are also interfaced to the Intermittent Fault Detector.
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User Software
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) that controls the IFDIS software is very user
friendly. There is a simple menu system where the operator selects the UUT to be
tested and which test he or she wishes to run (continuity, shorts, intermittence, etc.). A
second software application controls the environmental chamber and shaker.
Predetermined vibration and temperature profiles (based on specific UUT requirements)
are set up in the software, ready to be executed by the user. When an intermittent
event occurs, the temperature and vibration conditions present at the time of the failure
are recorded. All test results may be electronically saved and printed if desired. For
more complex UUTs, fault location graphics (example below) can be provided to
graphically show the location of the detected faults. This assists technicians in quickly
locating the failure points detected by the IFDIS.
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Proven Success
Case Study 1 – NAVAIR – F/A-18 Generator Convertor Unit (GCU)

A Technology Demonstration Project of IFDIS diagnostics capability has taken place
with the cooperation and support of the NAVAIR Fleet Readiness Center South West
(FRC SW). An F/A-18 Generator Convertor Unit (GCU) was selected as the test
candidate.
All of the GCUs tested had passed FRC SWs testing protocols and had been certified
Ready for Issue (RFI) before IFDIS testing.

Result:
IFDIS testing found intermittent circuits which had previously gone undetected
utilizing conventional ATE in 80% of the GCUs
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Case Study 2 – USAF – F-16 Modular Low Power Radio Frequency unit (MLPRF)

A TPS was developed for intermittence testing of F-16 AN/APG-68 Radar System
MLPRF Line Replaceable Units (LRUs). One was delivered to Ogden Air Logistics
Center (OO-ALC), 523rd Electronics Maintenance Squadron (EMXS) and one was
delivered to the Center’s “Bad Actor Laboratory” in 2009.
Intermittence testing of the MLPRF has provided valuable insight on the need for this
type of testing and, because the intermittent circuit problems within the LRU chassis are
precisely detected and isolated, they are easily repaired. Furthermore, there were 138
MLPRFs that were considered to be “un-repairable” because they had intermittent, open
and/or shorted circuits in the chassis that could not be isolated by traditional test
equipment. Through IFDIS testing the chassis circuit faults were diagnosed and
repaired, enabling these LRUs to be returned to service. These 138 MLPRFs represent
over $42 million in recovered assets, and are now some of the most reliable MLPRFs in
the USAF inventory.

Result:
Over 400 MLPRFs tested to date
60% had intermittent circuits which went undetected utilizing conventional ATE
Mean Time Between Repair more than tripled
138 “un-repairable” MLPRFs – worth $42M – successfully recovered
$20M in MLPRF maintenance saving and growing
Removed from the Mission Capable (MICAP) impact list after sitting at or near the
top of the list for over a decade
Over $150M projected through-life savings
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Case Study 3 – NAVAIR – EA-6B Audio Intercommunication System (AIC-45)

A Technology Demonstration Project of IFDIS diagnostics capability has taken place
with the cooperation and support of the NAVAIR Fleet Readiness Center South East
(FRC SE). An EA-6B Audio Intercommunication System (AIC-45) was selected as the
test candidate.
Conventional test equipment has been unable to identify intermittent issues or improve
AIC-45 availability.

Result:
IFDIS testing found intermittent circuits which had previously gone undetected
utilizing conventional ATE in 83% of the AIC-45s
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Case Study 4 – Royal Air Force (RAF) – CH-47 Chinook Helicopter

A Technology Demonstration Project of IFDIS diagnostics capability has taken place
with the cooperation and support of the United Kingdom, Ministry of Defense and Royal
Air Force. CH-47 Chinook high NFF wiring harnesses were selected as the test
candidates.
Conventional test equipment has been unable to identify intermittent issues or improve
these high NFF wiring harness issues, reduce No Fault Found (NFF) or improve
availability.

Result:
IFDIS testing is detecting and isolating intermittent wiring issues that cause NFF.
These intermittent issues had previously gone undetected utilizing conventional
ATE
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Case Study 5 – Boeing 757 – Auxiliary Power Unit / Engine Controller Unit
(APU/ECU)

A Technology Demonstration Project of IFDIS diagnostics capability has taken place
with the cooperation and support of one of the world’s largest commercial freight and
shipping companies. A Boeing 757 Auxiliary Power Unit / Engine Controller Unit
(APU/ECU) was selected as the test candidate.
Conventional test equipment has been unable to identify intermittent issues, reduce
NFF, reduce Aircraft on Ground (AOG) or improve dispatch reliability and APU/ECU
availability.

Result:
IFDIS testing detected and isolated nine intermittent circuits in the APU/ECU. The
APU/ECU selected for IFDIS testing had been returned “Fully Serviceable” from
the OEM prior to IFDIS testing. Since IFDIS testing the APU/ECU has remained on
wing without a single removal and accumulated 10,000 consecutive operational
flight hours and growing.
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Typical Equipment Specifications*
The Specifications below describe a typical IFDIS configuration. Parameters may vary
based on customer requirements.

Intermittent Fault Detector
Number of Test
Channels
Connector Interface to
ITA

Dimensions

Minimum: 256
Maximum: 20,480

High Capacity: Mass-Interconnect panel(s) with up to 1,280
contacts per panel (Virginia Panel)
IFD modules are placed in 19 inch wide x 24 inch deep
cabinets
Up to five 256 channel modules can be placed in each
cabinet pod
The height and number of cabinets is determined by the
number of IFD modules required

Electrical Requirements

120V, 60Hz
Amperage is dependent on number of IFD blades required

Environmental Chamber
Exterior Dimensions
(door closed)
Interior Workspace
Temperature Range
Temperature Control
Stability
Cooling (Pull-Down
Rate)
Heating (Heat-Up Rate)

62 in. wide X 104 in. deep X 96 in. high
40 in. wide X 40 in. deep X 38 in. high
-68°C to +177°C (most UUTs do not require testing to full
range of chamber temperature capabilities)
±1°C as measured at the control/measuring sensor after
stabilization
10°C per minute to -40°C
20°C per minute to +70°C
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Electrical Requirements

480V, 62A, 60 Hz

Shaker System
Head Expander Working
Surface Dimensions
Shaker Dimensions

Amplifier Dimensions

18 in. wide X 25 in. deep
40 in. wide X 30 in. deep X 33 in. high
Note: Shaker sits beneath environmental chamber and
therefore does not affect the overall system footprint
21 in. wide X 35 in. deep X 75 in. high

Sine Force, Peak
Random Force, RMS
Frequency Range (With
Head Expander)
Displacement
Internal Load Support
Capability
Electrical Requirements

2205 pound-force
2205 pound-force
20 to 2000 Hertz

Shop Air Requirements

100 psi

2 in. peak to peak
350 pounds
480V, 40A, 60Hz

For any questions and more specific information, please feel free to contact us: GSTE
Sales +1.786.479.6221 – chris.stanley@barfieldinc.com
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